GALLEY SUPPORT INNOVATIONS ANNOUNCES NEW SEATTLE WA OFFICE

Sherwood, AR August 25, 2016: Galley Support Innovations, Inc. held a Ribbon Cutting and Announcement Ceremony today on the grounds of their new office in the SODO district of Seattle Wa. Owners Gina and Wade Radke and GSI’s Seattle Representative, Kelly Coughlin were on site for the opening.

“We moved to an updated office space in the Seattle area to be closer to several of our local customers.” Stated CEO, Gina Radke. “We have had a presence here for some time, however with a growing number of contracts in the commercial aviation industry we thought it was time to move into a space that will allow us to continue to grow.”

The new GSI office sits in the renovated, historical Rainer Beer Brewery on Airport Way in Seattle’s SODO district.

“It’s an innovative space with a great neighborhood. We have all the amenities we need, plus the space to grow as needed. The location puts us within 20 mins from all our major WA customers. This is a big move for us and we are excited about it.” ~ Gina Radke

Galley Support Innovations, Inc. (GSI) is a designer and manufacturer of interior hardware for planes, trains, yachts and more. GSI produces superior quality interior hardware including: locks, latches, door bolting systems, coat hooks, turns, retainers, lock out hasp latches, finger pulls, door holders, movie storage, oval and square.

GSI is known for their Galley Latches on commercial aircraft as well as private VIP aircraft.

Galley Support Innovations, Inc. has two locations: 411 Manson Rd Sherwood Ar, 918 Horton St. Suite 710 Seattle WA

www.GalleySupport.com